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I sit between the digital and policy worlds
Its different being CDO in one of the big policy departments
Local Digital is a nice example of digital policy work
Local Digital

The Local Digital Declaration
The Local Digital Declaration is a shared ambition for the future of local public services written by a collective of local authorities, sector bodies and government departments. It outlines our shared goals and commitments, and it invites all organisations working to improve local services to join in by signing up.

Sign the Declaration

What is Local Digital?
Local Digital is a nation-wide movement to support the delivery of excellent digital local public services. A team based at the Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local Government will help to create the conditions for this to happen, with news, stories and resources shared via this website.

About Local Digital

What is the Declaration?
The Local Digital Declaration is a shared ambition for the future of local public services written by a collective of local authorities, sector bodies and government departments. It outlines our shared goals and commitments, and it invites local authorities and not-for-profit organisations to join in by signing up.

Local Digital Declaration

Local Digital Fund
We’ve launched the Local Digital Fund to support councils with digital projects that can be used by others, maximising efficiency savings and moving us towards common data standards and common patterns. We’ll also be funding hundreds of training places to enhance digital capability in local government.

Local Digital Fund
Welcome to Pipeline

Pipeline is a service from LocalGov Digital to aid innovation and collaboration in local government digital.

84 Organisations

64 Discovery
User needs are researched and identified

29 Alpha
A core service is built to meet the main user needs

20 Beta
The service is improved, then tested in public

32 Live
The service is public and works well.

Search for projects already in Pipeline or add your own.
OneTeamGov is bringing these two worlds together